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Abstract
The objective of this research is to explain how the Master and Mastery cards game improve students’ vocabulary acquisition and participation learning process of applying Master and Mastery cards game in teaching vocabulary for tenth grade students of a vocational school. This research was carried out with a classroom action research design. Field notes were the instruments to collect the qualitative data. While vocabulary test and gained the quantitative data that strengthen the quantitative data. The increasing of the test 1 and test 2 was 22.83 point. Responding to that result the teacher-researcher decided to stop the cycle at cycle two. According to the researcher and co-observer’s observation students participated actively while playing Master and Mastery vocabulary cards game. This research significantly increased students’ vocabulary acquisition as well as participation.
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INTRODUCTION
Tourism and hotel accommodation are two of the most prospective sectors growth in Bengkulu, Indonesia. With beautiful natural scenery and stunning heritage, Bengkulu has become a province in Indonesia that is attracting a growing number of foreign visitors. Appropriately, it is necessary for the government to train society especially young generation to be able to handle or even manage any service industry related to those sectors.

In this case, one of the government’s supports in boosting the quality of future workers is administering Vocational school. Vocational school has had a big impact in preparing their students to be ready and skillful future workers. SMK N 7 as a vocational school in Kota Bengkulu is preparing the best quality of graduates in order that they have the capability to get a job.

The researcher has interviewed the English teacher Mrs. Ita Isnaniah, S.Pd. According to her explanation, during the teaching-learning process at hotel accommodation students, she was facing a situation where the students need to require great effort in following English lesson. Right after
that, the researcher doing classroom observation in the guided teaching phase. Here the researcher found that the difficulties were caused by some factors as mention below:

1) The teacher used some methods in teaching such as teacher explanation, group discussion, role play and presentation. Nevertheless, it makes some students become less active and reluctant to get involved in the process of learning. Only few of group member doing the task and the rest group member are just keep talking or doing anything else.

2) Limited multimedia and facilities provided by the school make the students have less interest and motivation in following the learning process. In this school teachers do not use any tools like LCD projector and audio-system for delivering new material or show any audio-visual media. During individual supervised teaching, the researcher use printed picture, text, flashcard, audio speaker for listening, and white board as the media.

3) The students have limited vocabulary. It can be seen in learning activity, when the students were allowed to deliver their opinion or to present their work in front of the class, many students chose to speak Bahasa Indonesia rather than English, sometimes they used Bengkulu dialect. Even if they were speaking English, they usually repeated the same words in constructing speech.

The researcher supposed these cases as problems which were needed to be solved. In order that the students can create a meaningful communication, they need to have good language competences: listening, speaking, reading and writing. All of these aspects depend on the extent of the vocabulary they have already.

A British linguists Wilkins (1981) stated “While without grammar little can be conveyed, without vocabulary nothing can be conveyed.” It is because in real life communication listener could still understand what speaker said even if the talks uttered grammatically wrong. In the other words the speaker and the listener need to have the same understanding about vocabulary of target language to convey the message in a communication.

In teaching vocabulary for English as Foreign Language (EFL) learners, teachers may use various techniques and strategies. Jeremy Harmer in his book “how to teach English” states that a teacher must have a more creative ways of teaching students. It can be done by giving students a challenging variety of languages; giving exposure even inspiring teachers are asked to give the game which can arouse the children’s motivation to be more ready to learn.
There are several media that can be used in learning activity, such as picture cards or card game. These media are appropriate for teaching vocabulary to students because they are excited to study through playing. Likewise, Hafield (1985) in Daryanti (2008) stated that “Emphasize in the use of game for language learning”. Supporting that statement, several researchers have proven that vocabulary game can increase students’ vocabulary acquisition as well as their participation in group work or classroom activity.

In this research, the researcher presented an innovation for additional learning media that can be applied by English teacher in teaching vocabulary. It was Master and Mastery Cards game, the third series of “Belajar Bahasa Inggris dengan Kartu”. It consists of one instructions book and five boxes of cards. Two boxes of Master and Mastery Cards Noun-Meaning and the other three are Master and Mastery Card Part of Speech. The creator of Master and Mastery Cards game, Yusuf (2008) stated that this cards game is not only designed for University students, but also high school students, to test their ability in comprehending English vocabulary. Asmar (2008) in Yusuf (2008) said that “Master and Mastery Cards Game is one way to increase ability in using English. In learning process we need a new pattern of learning to avoid boredom. Gaming makes students strongly motivated in studying English more.” As a result, they accept and acquire English vocabulary easier without any pressure. On the other side, teaching English vocabulary using game can help teacher in giving reinforcement while teaching learning process. The students that are reutilized to play Master and Mastery Cards game will acquire many more vocabulary. Automatically that vocabulary will be saved in their long term memory.

Judging from the explanation above the researcher conducted a study about this technique in teaching and learning process at 10th grade of SMK N 7 Kota Bengkulu, in order to know how Master and Mastery Cards game improves Students vocabulary acquisition. The research title is Increasing Students’ Vocabulary Acquisition by Master and Mastery Cards Game at XPH 2 of SMK N 7 Kota Bengkulu academic year 2018/2019.

Considering the background of the study above, the researcher identifies several problems in teaching vocabulary, they are (1) Limited multimedia and facilities provided by the school make the students less interest in engaging in the learning process. (2) The students have limited vocabulary. This research is aimed to answer the following question:

1) Can Master and Mastery vocabulary cards game can increase students’ vocabulary?
2) How Master and Mastery vocabulary cards game improve students participation in learning English?
METHODS
Research Design
The design of this research is classroom action research. Action research is a form of collective self-reflective inquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to improve the rationality and justice of their own social or educational practices, as well as their understanding of these practices and the situations in which these practices are carried out.

The approach is action research when it is collaborative, though it is important to realize that the action research of the group is achieved through the critically examined action of individual group members (Kemmis and McTaggart, 1988:5).

Research Subject and Setting
The subject of this research was the students of X PH 2 hotelier major of a Vocational School in Bengkulu, Indonesia. This class consisted of 25 students. Every student has the different characteristics and academic background. There is an excellent class of each grades in this school. But, generally, they were equal on average of ages, social status, and domicile. The research has been conducted on 5, 6, 12, and 13 of September 2018 in a vocational school in Bengkulu, Indonesia.

Research Instruments
In this research, researcher used three instruments to collect the data. They are vocabulary tests, observation checklist that is completed with field note or memo. The qualitative data has been gotten by using observation checklist. While the vocabulary tests which were prepared by the researcher are used to gain the quantitative data.

FINDINGS
Cycle One
The preparation of the research began since August 2018. The teacher-researcher prepared the media which were two boxes of Master and Mastery cards game that would be used in the action. After that the teacher-researcher designed the lesson plan that was adjusted with the syllabus of the lesson. After designing the lesson plan teacher-researcher prepared the vocabulary tests instrument and observation checklist. And the last, asking for a colleague’s help in observing the implementation of this action research.

The first meeting for cycle one was held on Wednesday, September 5th 2018. And the second meeting was at 02.30 p.m on Thursday, September 5th 2018 was the second meeting for cycle one. When the teacher and co-observer were entering the class, as usual it was so crowded. After
disciplining the class, teacher greeted the students, checking the students’ presence and opened the lesson by telling about the importance of learning English vocabulary if they want to be able to speak English. Then, the teacher introduced one of many ways to learn English vocabulary which is Master & Mastery Cards Game.

The teacher showed and explained the rules in playing that cards game in detail. That day was the first time for the students to play the Master and Mastery cards game. Firstly, the students were divided into a group of 3 or 4. Some students as the players and one another have a role as a rater. The game time was set for 30 minutes only. The cards were given to the students. One of the group members shuffled the cards and divided them to every player.

In administering the first test, the teacher considered that it is important to set the students in a comfortable classroom atmosphere. Under the circumstance which was so hot in the classroom, the teacher invited the students to go outside and enjoyed the wind blowing. In order that, the students could do the test well. After they have gotten their own place, the teacher distributed the test papers to them. In answering the test, there were still the students who were discussing about the tests. Then the teacher stopped their talk. At last, the tests continued until the end of the time limit.

According to the first vocabulary test result, the teacher researcher found out that the students’ average score of the first test was 62.17. The highest score achieved was 80. And there were six students got the lowest score which was 50. From that calculation there only 65.2% students pass the test from minimum score 70. Consequently, the researcher concluded that the students’ achievement in score was needed to be improved more.

For the next cycle the teacher-researcher would let the students play with the vocabulary cards game in longer time in order that they have longer engaging process to the vocabulary lists from the Master and Mastery cards game. For additional triggers in the action process the teacher-researcher would like to give some rewards for every winner from each group.

Cycle two
After conducting the first tests and gaining the reflection of cycle one, the teacher researcher continued to the cycle two. The first and second meetings for cycle two were conducted on September 12th - 13th 2018. On the first meeting the students played the cards game in the last 30 minutes before the lesson ended. The teacher divided them into groups and they played the cards for several rounds. At that time the students looked like enjoy the game. They made noisy in the classroom but it was not any matter at all. After the gaming time, the teacher asked the students’ perception about the
game. Some positive responses are raised from several students. They said that it was fun and enjoyable.

After gaining the second data which were from observation checklist and second vocabulary tests. The researcher interpreted that the result showed the significant improvement. It can be seen from the second vocabulary test score. The average of students’ second test score was 85. It means there are 22 improved point than previous score. In total there are 95.6% students pass the test while only 4.4% student could not reach score 70. It was much more better than before in cycle 1.

Furthermore, the students attitude toward classroom activity was improved and less confusion in play the cards game. The existance of rewards for the winner in cycle 2 affected the students’ motivation to learn more the vocabulary list of the Master and Mastery cards game. Ther were more competitive in playing while learning the words list they were playing. By saying that, the teacher researcher decided to end the cycle at the second cycle.

DISCUSSION
The test result is used to find out how much students have acquired the vocabulary they had learnt before. Based on the first vocabulary tests result, the teacher researcher found out that students’ test average score was 62.17. The highest score achiever was Astrid, Cica and Riken, they got 80. And there were six students got the lowest score which was 50. It can be concluded that the students’ achievement in score was needed to be improved more.

The data obtained after correcting the test 2 were; the average score of tests 2 was 85; the highest score was 100 and the lowest was 60. There was a significant improvement between the tests 1 that was conducted in cycle one and tests 2 that was conducted in cycle two. The increasing of the test 1 and test 2 was 22.83 point.

Responding to that result the teacher-researcher decided to stop the cycle at cycle two. The findings of this research are in line with the mentioned studies. This research proves that the use of Master and Mastery cards game significantly improve students’ vocabulary acquisition as well as participation.

The pleasure atmosphere in classroom while playing the cards game could make the students easier proceeds information into their mind. As what Krashen (2003) state that Environments that have positive vibes where students feel welcome, promote more learning for the students. Media also can help students to process information without excessive explanation from the teacher in classroom activities. The boredom in learning has been
minimized by the enjoyable activity which was playing Master and Mastery vocabulary cards game.

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION
According to the researcher and co-observer’s observation, students participated actively while playing Master and Mastery vocabulary cards game in groups. The students were so excited during the learning-playing time in classroom had better by treatments. Similarly, the result was found that there was a significant improvement between tests 1 of cycle one and test 2 in cycle two. So it can be concluded that Master and Mastery cards game leads the students to learn better. They who were playing Master and Mastery cards game got more experiences to acquire bit of language into their brain. They tend to learn more active in the teaching and learning activity. In other words, the students who were given treatment using the vocabulary cards got higher chance to interact with the words while they were playing. Psychologically, the pleasure atmosphere in classroom while playing the cards game could make the students easier proceeds information into their mind.

Having presented some conclusions, the researcher would like to propose several suggestions for the teacher to use games in teaching English, here there are some suggestions:

1) Teachers should be able to support students to learn English as much as possible so that they are motivated to study English, the games techniques using Master and Mastery cards game can be used as the media in the teaching-learning process of English.

2) The researcher recommends the English club in the school to provide Master and Mastery cards, so that the members can play it in their spare time. Moreover, it is better for the students to have their own cards, so that they can learn English vocabulary while playing cards game anytime.

For further researchers, it will be a pride, if they would like to use this research as a reference or conduct deeper investigation about Master and Mastery cards game in their teaching English vocabulary in another school.
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